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NORAL FLIGHT BAGS
NORAL SINGLE HEADSET BAG

This bag is ideal for the pilot that wants to carry a pas-
senger headset or his own, separate from his flying bag. 
It is constructed with genuine DuPont® Cordura® 1000 
Deniers, water resistant, fully padded with a 1/4” foam 
and backed with a layer of tricot. Features separate 
zippered compartment along with an extra side pocket.

Grey ........ P/N 13-00286 ... $36.50 Black .......P/N 13-00288 ....$34.60
NORAL STUDENT PILOT BAG

The Student Pilot Bag has plenty of room for everything 
a student pilot needs to carry and more. It has 2 extra 
large zippered headset pouches plus another zippered 

section to store pens, flashlight, fuel tester, E6B computer and more! 
Access to the main compartment is through a double zipper flap with 
a pull cord. In addition to the carrying handles, a detachable padded 
shoulder strap is included. Size: 11”H x 10.5”W x 12”L.
Grey ........ P/N 13-00294 ... $79.95 Black .......P/N 13-00297 ....$76.75

NORAL PRIVATE PILOT BAG
Fits all the goodies and gadgets a pilot needs and 
wants to carry. It has two extra large zippered headset 
pouches plus another zippered section to store pens, 
flashlight, fuel tester, E6B computer and more! Access 
to the main compartment is through a double zipper 

flap with a pull cord. In addition to the carrying handles, a detachable 
padded shoulder strap is included. Size: 11”H x 10.5”W x 15.5”L.
Black ............................................................P/N 13-00313 .........$102.85

NORAL AIRCRAFT DOCUMENT HOLDER
This durable document holder is made of strong fabric 
with two clear pockets to hold your aircraft document 
secure and visible. It comes with two inches of velcro 
to be placed anywhere that velcro can be applied to.
Velcro ...............................P/N 13-01134 ...........$28.50

NORAL MACH 1 FLIGHT BAG
The Mach 1 flight bag is compact yet roomy. The 
bag features a wide 5” double zippered access flap 
with a pen and pencil holder. There are two end 
compartments 6”X10”. On the front, a zippered 11”X 
6” compartment. On the back is a 4”X 8”X 8” headset 

compartment which will accomodate the largest of headsets. The Mach 
1 is made of US Made Nylon with 1/4” Foam Padded, 1000 Denier and 
is water resistant. It comes equipped with a GPS/Transceiver Pouch that 
can be worn on your belt. Also included is a shoulder strap and carry 
handle. Dimensions: 15”LX11”WX10 1/2H
Black ....... P/N 13-04088 . $131.75 Grey ........P/N 13-04092 ..$131.75

NORAL HEADSET FLIGHT BAG
The main compartment of this bag can hold a large 
headset and another space with divider for logbook 
and/or any other similar item. This bag has a rear 
pocket with secure touch fastener. It also has a small 
front pouch with touch fastener and one pouch in the left 
side for Transceiver/GPS. The right side has holders 
for pen and small flash light. The main compartment is 
H9” X W9” X G4.5”.

Black ....... P/N 13-07468 ... $41.95 Grey ........P/N 13-11356 ....$42.55

NORAL EXPRESS FLYER BAG
The swing hook for the adjustable shoulder strap is 
made of metal to ensure heavy load resistance. The 
shoulder strap has a soft rubber pad for your comfort 
and to keep the bag in fixed position while carrying on 
shoulder.   Made of 1680 Denier Ballistic water repellant 
material. Its interior is fully padded and covered with the 
liner of water repellant taffeta. 
Black ................................P/N 13-11441 ...........$61.75
Grey .................................P/N 13-11440 ...........$61.95

NORAL TRIPLE HEADSET BAG
The Noral Triple Headset Bag is made of 1680 Denier 
Ballistic water repellant material. Interior is fully padded 
and covered with the liner of water repellant taffeta.
Black ................................P/N 13-11430 ...........$63.75
Grey .................................P/N 13-11433 ...........$63.75

NORAL FLYING CLUB BAG
This bag is designed for all pilots, especially for the 
compact cockpit airline pilot, Military pilot and for private 
and student pilots. This bag can hold most essential 
instruments efficiently. The main compartment of this 
bag can hold a large headset, logbook and/or any other 
similar items. The rear pocket works well to hold books, 
boards, charts or similar items. There is also a small 
front pocket with zipper closure and two side pouches 

for Transceiver/ GPS etc. Made of 1680 Denier Ballistic water repellant 
material. Its interior is fully padded and covered with the liner of water 
repellant taffeta. 
Black ............................................................P/N 13-11442 ...........$55.95
Grey .............................................................P/N 13-11444 ...........$55.99

NORAL ATTACHE FLIGHT BAG
This bag has two side pouches for large headsets. 
One of these side pouches has a flap pocket with 
zipper closure to store pens, flashlights, ID card and/ 
or license etc. Inside the main compartment there is 
two removable pouches for GPS/Transceiver and two 

dividers. The dividers can be adjusted to different positions and are 
removable. The front of the bag has a large open pocket for easy access. 
The back of the bag has a large zippered pouch with piano type opener 
and three dividers. At the bottom floor of this bag is a removable plastic 
board to reinforce it and to keep the bag from sagging when fully loaded.  
Made of 1680 Denier Ballistic water repellant material. Its interior is fully 
padded and covered with the liner of water repellant taffeta.
Black ............................................................P/N 13-11446 .........$267.95
Grey .............................................................P/N 13-11448 .........$216.95

NORAL AVIATOR FLIGHT BAG (DETACHABLE)
The main compartment of this bag has a removable 
divider which can be adjusted to a different position. The 
bottom floor has a removable plastic board to reinforce. 
The swing hook for the adjustable shoulder strap is made 

of metal to ensure heavy load resistance. The shoulder strap has a soft 
rubber pad for your comfort and to keep the bag in fixed position while 
carrying on shoulder. Made of 1680 Denier Ballistic water repellant material. 
Black ............................................................P/N 13-11428 .........$165.95
Grey .............................................................P/N 13-11429 .........$176.75

NORAL ANGELS TOOL BAG
Two side pouches and over one of the side pouches 
is an open pocket for easy access. In the front of the 
bag is a large zippered pocket and both the front and 
back of the bag have reflector bands that can be seen 
at night time. The back of the bag can be opened 
like a portfolio and there are 21 elastic loops to keep 

organized. Also, inside this portfolio is a large zippered pocket. The main 
compartment has 10 more elastic loops for small tools and 3 easy access 
pockets. The main compartment also has a removable and adjustable 
divider to keep instruments organized.
Color: Grey. .................................................P/N 13-11421 .........$153.75

AIRCRAFT SPRUCE SINGLE 
HEADSET BAG

Safe and convenient way to protect a single headset. 
Features foam padded single zipper compartment with 
convenient webbing handle. Made in USA.  Size: 7”L x 
4”W x 9”H. Color: Black. ...P/N 13-55010 ...........$19.95

NORAL MACH 2 FLIGHT BAG
A divider in the main compartment. can be adjusted in 
different position and can be removed if you want so.  
The shoulder strap has a soft rubber pad for your com-

fort and to keep the bag in fixed position white carry on shoulder. This 
bag is made of 1680 Denier Ballistic water repellant material. Its interior 
is fully padded and covered with the liner of water repellant taffeta to 
protect your instrument. All our Flight Bags have 7 years Warranty on 
Manufacturing defects.
Black ....... P/N 13-11425 . $190.75 Grey ........P/N 13-11424 ..$199.95

NORAL AIR MAP CASE 1000
The Noral Air Map Case 1000 is made of 1680 Denier 
Ballistic water repellant material. Interior is fully padded and 
covered with the liner of water repellant taffeta. 
Black .........................................P/N 13-11434 ...........$28.50

NORAL IPILOT BAG
This bag can hold most instruments and is compact to 
save cockpit space.  There are a total of 13 pockets 
inside and one large pocket outside for a headset. The 
main compartment of this bag can hold a large headset 
or other equipment. It has another zippered pocket in 
the front for a logbook or any other similar item. This 
bag also has some small rear pockets.
Grey .................................P/N 13-12432 .........$142.75
Black ................................P/N 13-12433 .........$139.75

NORAL CFI / IFR PILOT FLIGHT BAG
This bag has two side pouches equipped for large sized 
headsets. One of these side pouches has a flap pocket 
with a zipper closure to store pens, flashlight, ID card 
and/ or license etc. Inside the main compartment is two 
removable pouches for GPS/Transceiver. The dimension 

of main compartment is H11” X W14.5” X G10”. In the front of the bag is 
a large open pocket for easy access. The back of the bag has two open 
pockets and the bottom floor of the bag is a removable plastic board to 
reinforce it and to keep the bag from sagging when fully loaded. Also has 
two dividers in the main compartment that can be adjusted to a different 
position and can be removed if desired ..........P/N 13-15768 .........$167.99
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